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77~e most challenging problem we face in the field of occupational alcoholism is to bring about the bankruptcy of the alibi
structure in the drinker long before it would occur in the ordinary course of events.
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Full-Scale Program Is Set For
1978 ALMACA Annual Meeting
The Seventh Annual Meeting of ALMACA is shaping up as the biggest in the history of

the organization that has grown from just a few people with an idea into an association with
more than 1,500 members in 30 chapters throughout the nation.
In its brief span, ALMACA's growth has paralleled the development of occupational

alcoholism programming into a major part of the alcoholism movement.
ALMACA has been in the forefront of the movement that saw a few hundred programs in

1970 increase to more than 2,500 today, a time in which occupational programming achieved
priority standing in federal efforts and became widely recognized as an effective way to
combat alcoholism.
The program of the October 3-6 Meeting ~ By August 1, there were commitments

in San Francisco reflects the scope of the for 27 booths in the exhibition area from
movement—top level speakers and panels at major treatment centers, several consulting
plenary sessions, more than 70 workshops, firms and a publishing company. That was
scores of discussion groups and a broad an increase of 58 percent over the number of
range of exhibits—covering the full exhibitors at last year's meeting.
spectrum of concerns in alcoholism and
occupational programming.
Keynote speaker will be Dr. Gerald L.

Klerman, Administrator of the Alcohol,
Drug Abuse and Mental Health Adminis-
tration (ADAMHA), of which NIAAA is a
part.

Klerman's •remarks will be heard with
keen interest because of his strong focus on
alcoholism and his role as director of the
task force that is developing initiatives in the
alcoholism field for the Secretary of HEW.

Dr. Paul A. Sherman, who has led
ALMACA through two critical years of its
development, will pass the leadership on to a
new slate of officers who will be inaugurated
at the San Francisco Meeting.

Registration remains open for this land-
mark meeting to be held at the Sheraton-
Palace Hotel. This is the one not to be
missed.

Meeting Footnotes
Donald J. Eamon, Chairman of the

Publicity Committee, sends along these last
minute notes:

• Arrangements are being made for a
number of tours specially arranged for
attendees. Be sure to look for the sign-up
table. We're also working on a tour of Marin
County that will not include hot tubs and
peacock feathers. (Incidentally, the natives
are rather hot about that NBC Special, so
don't bring it up.)
~ For sports buffs, these notes: the

Stanford Cardinals will be playing Tulane
Sept. 30; the Oakland Raiders will play the
Houston Oilers Oct. 8; and the $175,000
Trans-American Open Tennis Champion-
ship, with Bjorn Borg, will be at the Cow
Palace Sept. 25-Oct. 2.

Hosts and Arrangers
The over-all coordinator of the Meeting is

C. E. (Zeke) Zehm, the General Chairman.
Working with Zeke to see that the

Meeting is all you expect it to be are several
committees with these Chairmen:

Robert B. Johnson, Program Committee;
Gloria Kusich, Hospitality Committee;
Edward J. Spanier and Andy Berry,

OA Programs Endorsed
But Mandate Queried
Occupational alcoholism programs

received high and unanimous endorsement
at a Senate hearing last month, but
disagreement arose over whether they
should be required by the federal
government.
ALMACA President Paul Sherman

testified in support of "some form of
mandating or encouragement" of
occupational programs but suggested
provisions that would allay the fears raised
by legal requirements and regulations. (See
complete Sherman testimony elsewhere in
this issue.)
The hearing was on a bill (5.2515) that

would require all federal contractors to
provide, directly or indirectly, for
occupational alcoholism programs and
services to their employees, or to arrange for
referral of alcoholic employees to available
programs and services.
The bill was introduced by Sen. William

D. Hathaway (D-Maine), Chairman of the
Senate Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Sub-
Committee, and Sen. Harrison A. Williams,
(D-N.J.), Chairman of the Senate Human
Resources Committee. Because the measure
involves federal contracts, the hearing was
held jointly with the Senate Subcommittee
on Federal Spending Practices headed by
Sen. Lawton Chiles (D-Fla.).
The Administration, represented by

NIAAA Acting Director Loran D. Archer,
opposed the measure on grounds that
enforcement would be cumbersome and
costly.

Archer termed occupational alcoholism
programs "Effective and useful" and said
NIAAA wants to get a strong commitment
from business and industry to reducing the
problem of employee alcoholism. But, he
added:
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MANDATE from page 1

mandatory requirements but encouraged by
vigorous development and dissemination of
model programs, provision of technical
assistance, documentation of cost-effective-
ness, and other similar efforts."

Hathaway said that although these
programs have proved effective, voluntary
efforts seem to have reached a plateau. He
noted that there were only some 2,000
private sector programs among the 4 million
employers in the nation.

The proposed bill, he said, does not
contemplate extensive, OSHA-type
enforcement, but rather a commitment by
contractors to establish programs or provide
services.

The issue of enforcement fears and
voluntary programs was summed up by Dr.
Morris E. Chafetz, founding Director of
NIAAA and now President of the Health
Education Foundation, who supported the
bill.

Chafetz said occupational programs have
returned "enormous cost and human
savings," but that "sometimes people have to
be persuaded to help themselves while they
are helping other people."

The answer, he suggested, might lie in
excluding employers with fewer than 10
workers from the mandatory provisions of
the bill. Such small firms, Chafetz said,
cover only about 10 percent of the employed
population and, by excluding them, 90
percent of workers would still be covered.

"In effect," Chafetz said, "we will be
requiring that those who have the most
employees, as well as the most resources to
respond to this need, will be in the position
of helping people while they help
themselves."

Archer's opposition was seconded by
Leroy Haugh, Associate Administrator of

the Office of Management and Budget. He
raised fears of increased paperwork,
reporting requirements and surveillance and
said mandating programs could reduce
competition and increase costs.

Hathaway said he did not see how his
highly flexible proposal would be the straw
that breaks the camel's back. "We want to
tell people to do what's good for them .. .
give them a slight nudge" toward
establishing programs and, thereby,
recognizing their benefits.

Sherman suggested that in addition to a

Help for the Alcoholic
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HIDDEN BROOK
TREATMENT CENTER

Our program for recovery is under the planned
guidance of an experienced Medical and Nurs-
ing Staff in surroundings conducive to rehabili-
tation. Request our Brochure: Catl 879-1919. Or,
write: Thomas Run Road, BEL AIR, MD 21014.

Accredited By The JCAH

Fa1C OA.K~ HOSPITAL
19 Prospect StreetA Summit, N.J. 07901

Mme
V111t 24 hour admissions

call: (201) 277-0143 admission counselor

modified mandatory approach, other
actions could help overcome industry re-
sistance which he attributed largely to lack
of understanding of alcoholism and
occupational programming.

He proposed an educational effort aimed
at top management and labor, including a
conference of corporate leadership called by
the Secretary of HEW to explain the 50
percent worker coverage goal and how it
could be achieved with their support and
direct involvement. He also suggested that a
tax incentive be considered.

Hathaway made it clear that he was open
to suggestions that would reduce resistance
to a program designed only to get more
programs started so that they can prove their
effectiveness and cost-benefits more widely.

The Senator said he is conviced that once
employers "experience the initial positive
results (of programs), they will follow
through aggressively for the well being of
their employees and their businesses."

Alcohol Deaths High in Capital
More than half of the deaths in a sampling

of autopsies during six months during 1978
were found to be alcohol-related by the
District of Columbia medical examiner.
James L. Luke said he also found an

alcohol factor in three-fifths of homicides,
one-third of suicides and about half of
deaths from accidents during 1977. Said
Luke:
"Alcohol is a universal solvent for the

most precious of human attributes, common
sense."

Wilbur Mills
Conference Chairman,

cordially invites you to attend

The Washington/Atlantic Region
Conference on Alcoholism:
Challenge to the Nation

October 20 and 21, 1978
Capital Hilton Hotel
Washington, D.C.

Sponsored by
The Psychiatric Institute Foundation
A two-day seminar for physicians, clergy,

social workers, nurses, couselsors,
government officials, business executives,
and interested community members. Focus
is on identification, confrontation,
treatment, recovery, and support systems
for alcoholics and other victims of
alcoholism.

Speakers include:

Peter G. Bourne, M.D.
Josie Couture
President, The Other Victims of Alcoholism

Nicholas Pace, M.D.
Medical Director, General Motors

Joseph A. Pursch, M.D.
Chief, Alcoholism Rehabilitation Services, Nav-
al Regional Medical Center, Long Beach, Ca.

Ross Von Weigand
Director, Labor-Management Division, Na-
tional Council on Alcoholism

Senator Harrison Williams
(Democrat, New Jersey)

Registration fee: $90 ($45 for students and
clergy.

For more information, call (202) 467-4538 or
write; Wilbur Mills, c/o The Psychiatric
Institute Foundation, 4460 MacArthur
Boulevard NW, Washington, D.C. 20007.



Sherman Testimony On Mandatory OA Bill
Presented to Senate Subcommittees on Alcoholism
and Federal Spending Practices August 17, 1978

I appreciate the opportunity to testify before your Sub-Committees on Bill 5.2515.
My testimony is offered as an individual who is Director of the Alcoholism Program at ITT
and President of the Association of Labor-Management Administrators and Consultants
on Alcoholism (ALMACA).
My prepared testimony can be summed up as follows:
1. I personally think that some form of mandating or encouraging occupational alco-
holism programs is necessary. For this reason, I am favorable toward the principle of
5.2515.
2. I am concerned about the regulations that will follow. It is my belief that the fear of
more government control and red tape is the basis for much of the resistance to S.2515,
especially the compliance reviews that would likely be a key part of regulations.
3. If the regulations can allay these fears, in my opinion support for the bill would
increase. I will be recommending that instead of compliance reviews, accreditation of
occupational programs through a professional, non-government peer review process be
established, and that this accreditation be incorporated into the regulations as meeting
compliance requirements.
Let me now go into detail, and start by

reviewing some of my views of alcoholism
and occupational alcoholism programs. As
alcoholism progresses from adversely
affecting the individual himself or herself,
then to family to friends, and finally to the
work situation, the individual develops an
elaborate alibi system. The denial process
becomes paramount, and for many
employed alcoholics the job becomes the
foundation of the entire denial system. "My
drinking can't be what people close to me
have said it is ... because I wouldn't be able
to do the work I do" is a commonly
mentioned rationale of the alcoholic.
Because of this importance of the job, the

occupational alcoholism program can often
achieve what family and friends cannot—
namely, creating a crisis where continuation
of the denial is more painful and less
acceptable than doing something about the
problem. As job performance is adversely
affected, the person is confronted, and
offered the Program to help with problems
that may be causing the performance
deterioration. Increasing pressure is applied
as performance continues to deteriorate,
and the final step is the "either-or" which is
crucial to any program. The alcoholic is
given achoice—either go to the program
and cooperate fully with it, or be terminated.

This crisis is the reason for the success of
occupational alcoholism programs. It forces
the alcoholic, often for the first time, to be
open to the program and to treatment. The
recovery rates in occupational programs are
higher than through any other approach.
Also, the education component of an
effective program will encourage and foster
self-referrals, alcoholics who come because
they think there may be a problem, but
where performance is still acceptable.
There is nothing else like an occupational

program. The alcoholic is reached much
earlier, often years earlier, than would
otherwise occur. Certainly, there are
elements of secondary prevention or early
identification. There is also evidence that we
may have elements of primary prevention
through the education component of a
program.
Where do we stand today in number of

programs, and where do we need to go?The

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism has stated that there are some
2,500 programs today across the country.
However, a number of these consist only of
having a written policy statement, while
others may be in the process of getting off
the ground. My best guess as to the number
of fully operational programs is in the range
of from 600 to 1,000.
Though there is not yet a hard and fast

objective for occupational alcoholism
programs, one that appears to be quite

logical is that being proposed by the Na-
tional Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism—namely, to cover 50% of the
employed population by 1983. This means
that occupational programs would be
available to approximately 50 million
employees in the year 1983. Today, taking
the larger number that I have stated of 1,000
operational programs, and assuming the
average population in these companies is as
high as 5,000, we have reached 5 million. As
you can see, we have a long, long way to go,
and present approaches simply will not
enable us to reach the objective of 50 million
by 1983.

While I would have hoped that the private
and public sectors would on their own
recognize the value of occupational
alcoholism programs, such is not the case.
Therefore, the concept of encouraging
programs through vehicles like S.2515 is
probably the only way the goal of covering
50% of the work force can be attained in a
reasonably short period of time. What such
encouragement would do is reallocate the
priority that the need for a program is given
within an organization, and once the
priority is reallocated, the program would be
implemented.

In my opinion, the resistance to 5.2515
does not have much to do with the merits of
an occupational alcoholism program. Nor
does it have much to do with dollars inmost

(See. TESTIMONY, page 4)

A Reminder
To Assure Accommodations

MAKE YOUR HOTEL RESERVATIONS
BEFORE SEPTEMBER 13

For The 1978 ALMACA Meeting
Sheraton-Palace Hotel, San Francisco

Rooms on space-available basis after September 13.

~_:

Help
ALMACA

•

Register

NOW
For The
Annual
Meeting



TESTIMONY—from page 1

cases, because it is rather inexpensive to set
up a program. For example, a small
company of perhaps 500 people will
frequently express that they cannot afford to
have a program, and yet the cost of
becoming part of a consortium and having
the entire program implemented by
consultants would be in the range of $5,000
annually. Such a dollar figure would appear
to be anon-critical expense item, even in a
small business, especially when viewed in
terms of people restored to full productivity,
with the attendant cost savings.

I believe that the resistance that is being
expressed to 5.2515 is based upon fears and
misapprehensions about what a program
will do. The resistance is not only from
organizations without a program, but also
from those where there is an occupational
program.

Organizations without a program
probably are primarily expressing fear of the
regulations that would follow. Here I am
referring to the paper work, the government
controls, the fear of goals and timetables
being imposed, the fear of being forced to
hire "skid row" alcoholics, the fear of being
prevented from firing alcoholics, and the
compliance reviews. These organizations are
generally not adequately informed about
what a program is and how it can benefit
them.

However, organizations with a program
also have concerns about the regulations,
the paperwork, the compliance reviews, and
the lack of professional knowledge of
occupational alcoholism that compliance
review officers and field personnel possess.
These concerns are heightened because
occupational alcoholism programs, by their
very nature, are very sensitive and often
quite sophisticated. They are concerned that
the regulations could introduce problems if
extreme care is not taken. Here are two
potential problems:

1. One of the key elements in a program
is confidentiality. The trust people
develop in an occupational program is
related to their belief that their
confidentiality will be protected.

Knowledge by employees that the
program is subject to continual review by
outside agencies would dilute the trust in
the program's confidentiality and thereby
weaken the effectiveness of the program.

2. As mentioned earlier, the "threat of
termination" is a vital part of an
occupational alcoholism. program. Any
attempt in the regulations to overprotect
the alcoholic by removing the "threat of
termination" would greatly reduce if not
eliminate the effectiveness of an
occupational program.

Despite the above, and other problems
that may exist, I believe that mandating of
programs as you. are proposing through
5.2515 can be accomplished. The following
recommendations would in my opinion
facilitate acceptance of 5.2515.

1. To insure that an organization has
implemented an occupational alcoholism
program, while eliminating compliance
reviews which would lead to resistance, it
is recommended that accreditation of
occupational alcoholism programs be
instituted, using a professional peer
review process. Regulations developed for
5.2515 should accept an accredited
program as evidence of compliance. It is
visualized that organizations would
request and pay for the accreditation
process, knowing that this was in lieu of a
government compliance review.

2. With respect to S.2515 and the
language therein, change the sections
involving Labor Unions to read "At the
conference table or through collective
bargaining." This is. an ALMACA board
recommendation, which has been
submitted to your Sub-Committee, and
has the endorsement of the AFL-CIO
Community Services Department.

3. A vehicle must be established as to
what would happen in an organization
with a collective bargaining agreement if
management and the union are unable to
agree on the nature of the program.

4. Establish a specific mandate for
NIAAA, specifically the newly created
Occupational Programs Division, to
work with the Department of Labor in

CJ~~ FAIRBANKS HOSPITAL, INC.
1575 Northwestern Ave., Indianapolis, Indiana 46402

(317) 638-1574
COMPREHENSIVE .ALCOHOLISM

TREATMENT CENTER
Approved by Blue Cross-Blue Shield
Licensed and certified by the Indiana Department of Mental
Health and Division of Addiction Services
Accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation
of Hospitals, Member IHA, AHA & ADPA .. ____
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spelling out the Regulations that would be
issued. As part of this, provide training in
alcohol abuse and alcoholism to all people
involved with Section 505.

To sum up, some form of mandating or
encouragement of occupational alcoholism
programs is highly desirable, if we are to
greatly and rapidly increase the number of
occupational alcoholism programs
nationally, and if we are to set up a goal of
covering 50% of the work force by 1983.
S.2515 is such a vehicle, and could do the job
if the fears and concerns that engender
resistance can be allayed. The recom-
mendations Ihave proposed should elimi-
nate or reduce many of the concerns.
In addition, I recommend that the Sub-

Committee not stop with S.2515, but
continue to look at other motivators, such as
tax credits to cover the implementation
phase of a program.

Thank you again for inviting me. This
concludes my prepared testimony.
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FYI
A Conference on Alcoholism in Industry

will be held Nov. 14-15 in Binghamton,
N.Y., by the Broome County Council on
Alcoholism. Featured speakers will be
Father Martin and Dr. Harrison Trice of
Cornell University. Information: Broome
County Council on Alcoholism, 89-91 Court
St., Binghamton, N.Y. 13901.... INPUT
'79, the Third Biennial Canadian Conference
on Occupational Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse, will be held Sept. 23-26, 1979 in
Ottawa, Ontario. Information: Conference
Services, Humber College, Box 1900, Rex-
dale, Ontario M9W SL7... .

Film Series Suggestion
Raleigh Hills Hospitals, a nationwide

network, has a film series idea that might be
considered by ALMACA chapters as a
cooperative effort with local business and
organizations.

Raleigh Hills will be showing the 26-part
film series "New Perspectives on Alcohol-
ism" at its system locations weekly through
the year.

In addition to the films, produced by
the National Council on Alcoholism and
affiliates, the sessions will include a panel of
experts in the field of alcoholism to lead a
discussion and answer questions.
You can get information about the

program at the Raleigh Hills booth at the
ALMACA Meeting in San Francisco.

~~ .'
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Seek to Clarify Rights of
Alcoholics, Drug Addicts
The rights of alcoholics as handicapped

individuals under federal law and regulation
are clarified in an amendment drafted by key
Senators to replace a House-passed clause
that would deny such rights.

The amendment concerns sections 503
and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act which, as
spelled out in Department of Labor and
HEW regulations, include alcoholicsamong
handicapped people protected against
discrimination in jobs and services.

The clarifying Senate draft amendment
says "the term ̀handicapped individual' does
not include any individual who is an
alcoholic or who is a drug abuser and whose
condition of alcoholism or drug abuse
renders that individual not qualified for
employment by preventing him from
performing the essential functions of the job
in question."

That language would substitute for the
House amendment that would exclude
alcoholics and drug addicts in need of
rehabilitation from protection of the Act.
(See Commentary in ALMACAN July,
1978.)

It is understood that the Senate version
will be offered by Sen. Howard Cannon (D-
Nev.) with the backing of Sen. Harrison A.
Williams (D-N.J.), Chairman of the Human
Resources Committee, and Sen. William D.
Hathaway (D-Maine), Chairman of the

PPC provides the missing pieces
for your Employee Assistance Program

Let's face it. A good EAP combines many
different things to produce big results—big
dollar savings for the company, and big
people savings too.

And it's not a one man job. It requires diverse
talents and skills to promote, train, counsel,
evaluate, etc.

PPC is a team of professionals dedicated to
providing top notch EAP services, and our
results show it. We'd like to talk with you
about the many ways we can augment your
EAP. We're going places. Join us.

Call us toll free at ]-800-325-3982 or write:

Personal Performance Consultants
970 Executive Parkway St. Louis, Missouri 63141 314-878-2240

ALMACANOTES
JoAnn M. Anderson is Manager of the

Amtrak Employee Assistance Program
which formerly was known as the Program
for Alcohol Recovery (PAR).... William R.
Warren to Executive Director, Conemaugh
Valley Council on Alcohol and Drugs, in
Johnstown, Pa., from Industrial
Consultant, Bedford-Somerset Drug and
Alcohol Council, Somerset, Pa.... Alcohol
in the workplace wll be the topic of a full day
of discussions at the Washington/Atlantic
Region Conference on Alcoholism
sponsored by the Psychiatric Institute
Foundation of Washington. Former
Congressman Wilbur Mills is Chairman of
the Oct. 20-21 sessions at which other major
speakers will be Sen. Harrison A. Williams,
Chairman of the Senate Human Resources
Committee, and Dr. Peter Bourne, who
recently resigned as health advisor to the
President. Fee $90 ($45 students and clergy).
Information: Psychiatric Institute, 4460
MacArthur Blvd., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20007.

Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Subcommit-
tee.

Williams called the House language "ill
advised and unwarranted." The Senate
subsititute, he said, would retain protections
under the Act but also "reassure employers
that it is not the intent of Congress to require
any employer to hire a person who is not
qualified for the position or who cannot
perform competently in his or her job."

L
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7~ is the

would like to assist you KEY in EAP

in producing
Your Own Communications-Training Program.

❑ Realistic situations, encounters, roll plays
on 3/4" color video tape, Broadcast quality.

C7 Colorful support slides with high learning inpact,
to "bring to life" policies and procedures.

❑ Training strategy, meeting sequencing,
Leader's Guide, scripting, case studies.

A-V equipment and print support.

CJ Or, any of the above.

c/—~ recently produced the Communications-Training
Support package for the new
Anheuser-Busch Employee

(~C~~YY~ Assistance Program.
~l

~.~
' ~~ (314) 644-3370

j 4400 St Vincent
i St. Louis, Missouri 63119



Noble Is Commended
Dr. Ernest P. Noble, former Director of

NIAAA, was commended for his leadership
by two legislative leaders of the federal
alcoholism effort—Sen. Harrison A.
Williams (D-N.J.) and former Sen. Harold
Hughes.

Williams told Noble in a letter "Under
your fine leadership many advances were
made in meeting the needs of our alcoholic
citizens and their families. I will always be
proud of the work we did together to
advance the research capabilities of
NIAAA. .. .

Hughes wired; "Your compassion,
integrity and hard work made it pos-
sible to move forward to new and finer
heights."

EDUCATION
17th annual Virginia Institute for Alco-

hol and Other Drug Studies will be held Oc-
tober 23-26 at Richmond, Va., on the theme
"Children and Spouse Abuse and Related
Problems in the Alcoholic Family."
Sponsors are the Middle Atlantic Institute
for Alcohol-Drug Studies, Inc., and
Virginia Commonwealth University. Fee
$75. Information: Middle Atlantic Institute,
3202 West Cary St., Richmond, Va. 23221.

An expanded Employee Assistance
Specialist track is being offered as part of its
Addiction Studies Program by the
University of Arizona. The special program
is being offered to graduate students in the
1978-79 academic year.

RALEIGH HILLS HOSPITALS
Successful Medical Treatment of Alcoholism Since 1942.

Fully Accredited by the Joint Commission on Accredita-
tion of Hospitals.

Members in Good Standing of Major Hospital Associ-
ations.

For more Information and Literature
CALL COLLECT — 24 HOURS A DAY
Portland, Oregon

Gordon Russell

Spokane, Washington
Jim Donahue

Newport Beach, California
Jerry Creedon

Redwood City, California
George Parker

Sacramento, California

Mike Lynch

Salt Lake City, Utah
Hank Blakely

I_as Vegas, Nevada
Sid Wall

Denver, Colorado
Dan Rowley

Oxnard, California
Jerry Johnston
Approved for Coverage by Medicare,
Most Maror Insurance Companies

503-292-6671

509-624-3226

714-645-5707

415-368-4134

916-967-8277

801-261-1771

702-382-3982

303-388-2491

805-485-0477

CHAMPUS and

Navy Program Head Is Honored
Capt. Stuart M. Brownell was awarded

the Legion of Merit for his work as Director
of the Navy's Alcoholism Prevention
Program since 1974.

The medal was presented to Brownell in
ceremonies prior to his retirement June 30.
The citation said that Brownell had
"demonstrated exceptional initiative and
ingenuity in the development of
internationally acclaimed programs that
were highly effective in solving the pervasive
problems of alcoholism among Navy
personnel and their families."

Brownell has since become Director of
Employee Assistance Programs for
PRESEARCH, Inc., aWashington-based
firm for which he will market, design and
implement such programs in small firms.

MOUNT PLEASANT
HOSPITAL 60 

GRANI"I E S'1'. LYNN, MA.

(617) 581-5600
Mount Pleasant Hospital,a modern, fully
accredited 96-bed facility, was built in Lynn,
Mass., in 1965. lts purpose is to provide the
highest quality medical and nursing care in the~'
detoxification, treatment, and follow up of the

` ~ person with alcoholism.

~~
We are proud that we have helped thousands of
alcoholics in our 12 year history to maintain
daily sobriety.

DEU/GATED TO THE CARE and
TREATMF,NT OF PROBLEM DRINKERS.

For information cal! Vickre McKenna

INSTITUTE FOR ~~
BETTER LIVING ~'' ;~'~
Established in 1971 /~

Specializing in the treatment of the

PROBLEM DRINKER
/ DRUG ABUSER

• Accredited by P/F Alcoholism Division JCAH •
• Skilled professional staff • 24 hour medical coverage •

• Champus approved, also by many other insurance companies •

FOR INFORMATION CALL (813) 375-2218
P.O. BOX 337, BOWLING GREEN, FLORIDA 33834

NonproNt Organization
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